
Prepare The Opening
Cover the opening with TYPAR housewrap 

STEP ONE -Cut & Fold the Flaps

1. Make a Horizontal cut across 
the top of the opening

A)

2. Cut Vertically two-thirds the 
way down from the centre of the 
horizontal cut 

3. From the stopping point cut 
diagonally to both lower corners 
of the opening

Fold all 3 flaps tightly inside the 
opening and secure with tape, 
staples or nails

B)

STEP TWO -Cut & Fold the Header

At the top of the opening cut 
each corner at a 450 angle 6" 
in length to create header

A) Fold the header up exposing the 
sheathing and temporarily tape in 
place

B)

STEP THREE -Position Sill Pan

Using TYPAR 9" AT (All Temperature) Flashing place on the rough 
opening flush with the inside. Adhere and fold down on the outside. 
*Ensure the Flashing runs at least 6" up each side.  

STEP FOUR -Cut & Seal Sill Pan

Cut and fit Sill Pan along and 
extend Flashing across the 
bottom of the wall

A) Seal the cuts with a corner patch 
cut from 3"x3" piece of TYPAR 
Flashing. *Commonly referred to 
as a bowtie Patch

B)
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BEST PRACTICE FOR PROPER WINDOW INSTALLATION PT.2

Install The Window
Caulk back of the top and side Flange of the Window 

STEP ONE -Install the Window

Install Window according to manufacturers specifications and ensure it is 
square and plum. 

STEP TWO -Install Flashing Tapes

Flash the flanges starting with the sides Using 4" TYPAR AT 
(All Temperature) Flashing. Be sure to extend a minimum of 
1" past the flange on all sides when taping

STEP THREE -Seal the Header

Fold the Header back down over the Flashing and seal across all cuts using TYPAR Construction Tape 
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